A method for determining maximum-size block codes, with the property that no concatenation of codewords violates the input restrictions of a giver channel, is presented. The class of channels considered is essentially that of Shannon (1948) in which input restrictions are represented through use of a finite~state machine. The principal results apply to channels of finite memory and codes of length greater than the channel memory but shorter codes and nonfinite memory channels are discussed briefly.
A method for determining maximum-size block codes, with the property that no concatenation of codewords violates the input restrictions of a giver channel, is presented. The class of channels considered is essentially that of Shannon (1948) in which input restrictions are represented through use of a finite~state machine. The principal results apply to channels of finite memory and codes of length greater than the channel memory but shorter codes and nonfinite memory channels are discussed briefly.
A partial ordering is first defined over the set of states. On the basis of this ordering, complete terminal sets of states are determined. Use is then made of Mason's general gain formula to obtain a generating function for the size of the code which is associated with each complete terminal set. Comparison of coefficients for a particular block length establishes an optimum terminal set and codewords of the maximum-size code are then obtained directly.
Two important classes of binary channels are then considered. In the first class, an upper bound is placed on the separation of 1 's during transmission while, in the second class, a lower bound is placed on this separation. Universal solutions are obtained for both classes.
LIST OF SYMBOLS ~i
A n i n p u t -r e s t r i c t e d c h a n n e l or a class of such c h a n n e l s k C h a n n e l m e m o r y * The work reported in the paper was performed in part under Contract AF 30 (602) The class of channels for which we shall determine optimum block codes is essentially the class of discrete noiseless channels considered by Shannon (1948) . Before we describe these channels in greater detail, however, we shall illustrate the problem of code design for one such channel through use of the following simple example.
Let us consider block codes of three bits for use in a serial binary channel ~1 in which no more than two O's may be transmitted successively. Each of the following codewords satisfies the channel constraint but it is clear that a concatenation of the first and second codeword for example, would violate the channel's input restrictions. 
(i)
The following set of four codewords has the property that no concatenation of codewords violates the channel constraint, 
but, while no sequence of three bits may be added to (2) without rio-lating the concatenation requirement, (2) is not the largest possible such set of codewords as demonstrated by (3). It :will be shown below that five is actually the largest possible number of codewords in a three bit block code for 0)~1.
The problem which shall be considered then, is the design of maximumsize block codes with the property that any series of codewords forms an allowable input sequence for a discrete channel whose inputs are constrained in the following manner.
Far each of a finite number of channel states, a set of allowable input symbols is defined and, for each combination of state and allowable input, a next state is specified. The channel specifications shall be displayed through the use of state diagrams such as that of Fig. 1 which corresponds to binary channel ~1 as described above.
When the set of allowable input sequences starting at a state i is exactly the same as the set starting at state j, we say i ~ and j are equivalent states. Methods for determining and merging equivalent states discussed by Huffman (1954) and Mealy (1955) are directly applicable here and hence we may assume that no pair of states are equivalent in the original specification of the channel.
We shall restrict ourselves to channels in which knowledge of a fixed number of immediately previous inputs is always sufficient to uniquely specify the present channel state. Following the nomenclature of finitestate machine theory (Gill, 1962) , we shall say that such channels are of finite-memory.
For the sake of a clear presentation, we shall also assume that every 
A sequence ~ which is allowab]e from some channel state is said to be an allowable sequence.
A channel is said to be of finite memory if some integer k' exists such that for any allowable/c'-sequence f~, s(fi, i) is unique independent of i for all i from which fi is allowable. The channel memory k is the least k ~ for which this is so. Whenever r => k we may, therefore, speak of the terminal state of an allowable r-sequence a and denote it by We pause to reconsider binary channel ~1 in which no more than two consecutive O's could be transmitted (Fig. 1 ). This channel is of finite memory with k = 2. Thus, we have
We first consider optimum block codes of r-digits where r => /c. For a given channel, the symbol ~r will be used to denote a maximum set of allowable r-sequences with the property that any concatenation of elements of ~r is also an allowable sequence. I Clearly, ~ is an optimum r digit code for the channel under consideration and, while ~r is not necessarily unique, nr, the number of codewords in any ~r, is unique for a given channel. We proceed to determine nr.
i As r > k, it is easily shown that, if the concatenation of every pair of codewords is allowable, then all concatenations of eodewords are allowable. We shall thus restrie~ our attention to the concatenation of eodeword pairs. FREIMAN AND WYNER
PROPERTIES OF AN OPTIMUM CODE
Since r >-k, the memory of the channel, each codeword a of ~r defines a terminal state s(a). Let S be the set of terminal states so defined by ~r.
~LEMMA la. If o~ e ~r, then ~ is allowable from each state of S (of course a terminates at s(c~) e S).
PRooF: For each i e S, there is some ~ e ~r such that s(~) = i. Then, by the definition of ~,, the concatenation ~a is an allowable sequence, so that a is allowable starting at i, the terminal state of ~.
LEMM~ lb. If a is an r-sequence which is allowable from every state in S and terminates at some state in S (i.e., s(a) ~ S), then a ~ ~.
PROOf: Sequence a alone does not violate the channel constraints. Further, if ~ e ~r then a~ does not violate the channel constraints since s(a) e S and by Lemma la ~ is allowable starting at each state of S. Finally fla does not violate the channel constraints since a is allowable from s(~) e S. Hence, since ~ is a maximum set, a e ~. Lemmas la and lb may be combined and restated as LEMMA 1.
Given an optimum code ~ and S, the set of terminal states determined by ~, then ~ is precisely those r-sequences which induce transitions from every state in S to some state in S.
We may, therefore, consider possible sets of terminal states in order to determine ~. Let T' be any set of states and let ~(T') be the set of all r-sequences which induce transitions from every state in T' to some state in T ~. In view of Lemma 1 :
T t
It is not necessary, however, to consider all sets of states in this maximization. We proceed as follows:
(a) Define the partial ordering "<" on the states: i < j, if every input sequence allowable from i is also allowable from j. Of course, i < i. (b) We say that a set of states T is a complete terminal set ifieT, i < j~jeT. (e) If T' is a set of states we denote by T the smallest complete terminal set containing T'. Clearly T = Is: s > tforsometeT'}.
Immediately after the next example, we prove that it is sufficient to consider only complete terminal sets in order to obtain optimum codes. Example. Consider channel ~fft2 of Fig. 2 . l\/[ethods of finite-state machine theory may be used directly to determine that F22 is of finite memory with k = 3. The third order transition table for this channel is given as Table I . From Table I , it is clear that 4>3N1 and (9) 4>2.
In determining complete terminal sets from these partial orderings, it is convenient to display them first in Hasse diagram form as in Fig. 3 . The set T' = {1, 3} is not a complete terminal set since 4 > 3 yet 4 ~ T/. The smallest complete terminal set containing T I is {1, 3, 4} which has been designated T4 in the following enumeration of complete terminal sets:
T~ We now prove the following:
is the smallest complete terminal set containing some sets of states T', then
where "~" denotes set inclusion. quences a = K•, where K is a k-sequence allowable from each state of Tj, and ~ is a (r -k) sequence which induces a transition from s(K) to some state of Tj. The first step is to determine the sequences ~. Let rj = set of all k-sequences K which are allowable from every state in Tj.
Example. In the example of the previous section we can determine the Pj from Table I . For T6 = {1234} we obtain F6 = 1000, 001} as these are the only 3-sequences which are allowable from states 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table II displays s(~) for all 3-sequences K which are contained in Fj(j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Now we take f~, t(r) = number of allowable r-sequences a which satisfy u) = t.
For each ~, the number of "~'s" is then A simplification in (17) is possible for those Ti which contain a minimum element q (with respect to the ordering > ). In the above example, T4 contains a minimum element, state 1. In these cases, if a is an r-sequence allowable from q, then a is allowable from every state in Ts. Thus ~(Tj) is precisely those r-sequences a allowable from q for which s(a) e Tj. Thus, In Eq. (14) we defined Nj(z), the generating function for n~i. We now define the generating function of f~t(r) to be f~(z) = ~2L,(r)z ~.
~-~f~(~), t(r --k).
r~0
Using (17), we may then rewrite (14) as
When Ti contains a minimum element q, this reduces to
Nj(~) = 52 Fq,(~).2 (20') teT i
The next section outlines a technique for finding F~t(z).
DETERMINATION OF Fat(Z)
Let us consider an m-state channel of the type discussed above. We define the m X m matrix A = [aij] where a~j -= number of allowable 1-sequences ~ which satisfy s(a, i) = j.
(In a binary channel, a~j may take on the values 0, 1, or 2.) Clearly 
flj(r -t-1) = ~ ahff,:h(r).
or
Since only the ith entry of f~ (0) 
We now consider a weighted directed graph of m nodes in which the weight or transmission of the branch from i to j, c~j, is za~j. The transmission matrix C = {c~i} of this graph is then seen to be zA. We may then use Mason's (1956) general gain formula to evaluate the elements of [[ --zA] -1 in the following manner. The determinant A and eofactor Aj~, as defined above, are given by
~>0 r
Aj~ = ~ G,(i,j)A~(i,j)
v where P.. is the product of the transmissions of the ,th set of ~ nodedisjoint feedback loops; G. (i, j) is the product of the transmissions of the uth forward path from node i to node j(G(i, i) = 1); and A,(i, j) is the value of A for that part of the graph not touching the ,th forward path from node i to node j. 
We may then evaluate
= (1 -{-z + z 2) + 2z 3 + 4Z 4 ~-7Z 5 + 13Z 6 + ""
In Table III , we give the generating functions for all six complete terminal sets of our example.
OBTAINING CODEWORDS
Once the generating functions have been obtained for each complete terminal set, it is a simple matter to determine which set(s) correspond to optimum codes for particular values of r. In the above example, for instance, it is seen that T3 and T5 are best terminal sets for all r _-> k = 3. Once an optimum terminal set is known, the problem of generating codewords is a straightforward one. When the terminal set Tj has a minimum state, the optimal code corresponding to Tj, G(Tj), is those r-sequences which induce transitions from the minimum state to some state in Tj. When Tj has no minimum state, it becomes necessary, for each k-sequence K allowable from every state in Tj, to obtain all (r -k)-sequences which induce transitions from s(~) to some state in T~-. A suitable mechanical way of accomplishing this is to use the transition matrix B of finite-state machine theory (Gill, 1962) . For a channel of m states, B is an m N m matrix of elements bij where bij is the disjunction (-}-) of inputs which cause direct transitions from state i to state j.
In forming B X B = B 2, the basic operations are -}-, as defined above, and concatenation. All paths of length p from state i to state j could thus be obtained by determining the (i-j)th entry of B ~.
For our example, we have L-' o°:j 
Using Table II and (36), we can then form the optimum code for the channel of Fig. 2 The optimum code generated by Ta could also be obtained in this manner but, when a minimum state exists, it is sometimes easier to simply check all r-sequences to see if they are allowable from the minimum state and terminate at a state of the optimum terminal set. This method was used to obtain the eodewords listed below for T3 with r again taken to be 5: 6. Find an optimum terminal set for desired value of r. 7. Generate eodewords for this optimum terminal set using transition matrix if necessary.
When r < k Lemma 2 does not necessarily hold and the number of paths between sets of states may be larger than nrj as the same r-sequence may terminate in several states. Thus, the search may not be restricted to complete terminal sets and, for each set considered, it will generally be necessary to construct the associated code.
III. SPECIFIC CHANNEL CLASSES ~[AXIMUM SPACING OF l's
We now consider a class of binary channels ~, examples of which are encountered in data transmission systems where a local oscillator at the receiver is synchronized by the signal corresponding to 1. In this class of channels, it is required that no more than w O's occur between successive l's (w = 1, 2,-..). These channels ~. have the state diagram of Fig. 5 .
The memory of any such channel is w and the Hasse diagram is easily determined to be that of Each Tj has state j as a minimum element and hence, we may use (20) to obtain
Examination of the N/z) reveals that Tw/2 is the optimum terminal set for even w while T(w±l)/2 are both optimum terminal sets when w is odd. Corresponding to these terminal sets we have
N~(z) = 1 -~-~ff-o I rain (i, w --i)z TM
(41) 1 --z.~=l for x = w/2, (w + 1)/2, or (w --1)/2 as appropriate.
In Table IV we present values of m as determined from (41) for various values of w.
1VIINIMUM SPACING OF 1'S
We next consider the class of binary channels ~ff~ in which it is required that at least v O's occur between successive l's (v = O, 1, ...) . Typical of this type of constraint is that placed on the code used in HMlicrafter's phase-reversal CTDS 2400 data transmission system. 3 In that case, it is required that at least one 0 occur between successive l's in order to insure operation in the distortion-free region of the voice channel passband. Channels 9)~v of this class may be represented by the state diagram of Fig. 7 .
The memory of such a channel is v and, again going to the Hasse 
The minimum element of Tj is state v --j, and, hence,
Nj(z) = 2.2, F~_j,dz). t =v--j
Evaluating Nj(z) reveals that 1
for j = 0, 1, --. , v. All complete terminal sets therefore, correspond to optimum codes. In Table V , values of n~ are presented for several values of v as determined by (44).
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The restriction that all input symbols be of equal duration is easily relaxed to the case where each input duration is an integral multiple of some basic factor t. A straightforward method of treating the latter case is to introduce artificial states in such a manner that inputs of length it (i = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) are replaced by a sequence of i -1 artificial states with duration t inputs between states. These new artificial states may serve as neither starting states nor terminal states and hence need not be considered in enumerating complete terminal sets. Sequences beginning in these artifieiM states also play no part in determining channel memory and, hence, the procedures of Section II carry through for the augmented machine when complete terminal sets are restricted to nonartificial states.
If, in the original specification of the channel, it is required that the first transmitted eodeword be allowable from a specific set of states, then only k-sequences K need be considered which are allowable from each state of Tj and some state of the set of allowable initial starting states. No other changes need be made in the procedures of Section II in order to accommodate restrictions or initial starting states.
The ease of constrained channels with nonfinite memory may also be handled through the consideration of sets of terminal states, but as was the ease for r < k, the search may no longer be limited to complete terminal sets. The fact that a code no longer determines a unique set of terminal states is not important as a set of terminal states still determines a code uniquely. Again, as in the ease of r < k, it is generally not possible to evaluate nrj without first generating codewords as the same codeword may terminate on several states and hence be counted more than once.
We remark at this point that Shannon (1948) defines the channel capacity C of the input restricted noiseless channels which we have treated here as follows. Let m~ = the number of allowable channel input sequences of length r, without restriction on starting and terminal states. Plainly mr => n~. The capacity is defined C = lira (l/r) log m~.
Using the n~ which we have computed, one could define a "finite block code capacity" by C~ = (1/r) Iogn~. It is not hard to show that lim~ Cr = C.
In summary, then, we have presented an efficient method for the generation of maximum-size block codes for use in any noiseless channel whose input restrictions may be represented by a finite-state machine of finite memory. A large part of this efficiency is gained by considering sets of terminal states rather than possible sets of codewords. The partial ordering over the states makes a further increase in efficiency possible as only complete terminal sets of states need be considered. Finally, use of Mason's general gain formula makes it possible to obtain a generating function which permits the determination of an optimum complete terminal set before any codewords are actually generated.
